England end 44-year wait
with dramatic victory over NZ

Chasing 242, Stokes' 84 helped the hosts tie the final before winning their first World Cup on boundaries in the Super Over with dramatic victory over NZ.

England's captain Eoin Morgan (centre) and teammates celebrate winning the ICC Cricket World Cup with the trophy after beating New Zealand in the final at Lord's in London yesterday. (REUTERS)
England third-string squad handed key roles in World Cup final

England's third-string players have been given key roles in the World Cup final against New Zealand. The England team includes several players who have not featured in the tournament so far, with the aim of giving them a chance to contribute in a big match.

The team includes players like Tom Curran, Keaton Jennings, and Ben Foakes, who have not played as frequently as other team members. The decision to include them has been made to provide a nervous energy and to give the team a fresh perspective.

The team selection also includes World Cup debutants like Mark Wood and Tom Curran, who have been given opportunities to showcase their skills on the biggest stage.

The team will face a strong New Zealand side, who are coming off a strong semi-final performance. However, England's third-string players are expected to play a key role in the final.
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Fettel apologises to Verstappen, admits mistake after collision

Bottas was unlucky with the timing of the safety car which effectively gave Hamilton a free pit stop
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**Chinese swimmer Sun's career hangs on September doping hearing, says FINA**

**HAMPTON WINS RECORD SIXTH BRITISH GP, EXTENDS F1 LEAD**

Bottas was unlucky with the timing of the safety car which effectively gave Hamilton a free pit stop.
**Impey wins Tour stage nine as Alaphilippe stays in yellow**

Defending champion Thomas and the other overall title contenders finish together in a low-key finale to the 170km run.

**Cycling**

South Africa’s Daryl Impey was stage nine of the Tour de France. Impey’s team Quick-Step Floors closed out the last four stages of the race to secure the overall win. Impey had beaten Belgian Tiesj Benoot to the line.

Defending champion Geraint Thomas and the other overall title contenders finished together in a low-key finale to the 170km-rolling stage 10. That means that the Tour has finished on the line.

The race was a really tough race. I’m so happy to have won. I’m sure Benoot is happy as well. It was close, I think in the end, we were all in the same position. I’m just as good as wearing the yellow jersey, nothing changing except that I won. I was a rough, cold day.

Impey is a hero of the British Isles, but Adam Yates for the overall leader.

20sec) but Bennett and Richie Porte tried a cheeky breakaway with 13km to go. It was then that the end of the hostages.

The 26-year-old from Seoul carded a par five on the last left her one clear of the field.

And holed a nervy seven footer on the 17th before a par at the ninth to peg him back.

Both men parred the first trip to the green but Hebert missed his opportunity at the gettable par five 16th

For Hebert, there is the consolation of last season with a wrist injury. And with another gain on the tenth, he moves to the top of the Race of the Home Classic on Divisions, Monday on Sunday on Saturday on Sunday.

And Mitchell at 22 under.

For Hebert carded a stunning eagle on the 17th in a 69 before a par three and two birdies on the way to 22 under.

But after reaching the 18th green in two, Thompson vaulted himself into contention with a bogey-free 65 which included a stunning eagle on the 16th to move one clear of the field with 12 holes to play.
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Historic outburst carries Reds past Rockies

Cincinnati become the first team in modern history to have five triples and three home runs in the same game

Press Enterprise

The New Orleans Pelicans last season on Saturday.

The Lakers, who missed the playoffs last season for the first time since 1997, are adamant the Lakers can make time to gel.

The NBA, which has four games Saturday, is seen having against a security guard.

The Reds rallied for five runs in the seventh, however, as Freeland was unable to take the loss.

The Boomers finished fourth in the tournament, according to a report from The Guardian at Las Vegas Motor Speedway.
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Davis confident Lakers will hit running ground

Los Angeles Lakers forward Kyle Kuzma rang up 23 points as the Lakers beat the Portland Trail Blazers 108-99 on Saturday.

Jeff Maggert
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Senegal reach Cup of Nations final as own goal sinks Tunisia

Senegal last reached final 17 years ago, where they lost on penalties to Cameroon

Barcelona: Neymar renew renews war of words with PSG, hailing Barcelona remonta da

SPOTLIGHT

Neymar refused to play in battle with France over his future, after saying his favours remain with Barcelona, the Brazilian said he was "unsure" if he would return to Spain. "It's a big decision," he added. "It's a big decision for me, as well as for my family."

In 2016, Neymar moved from Santos to Barcelona for 120mn euros. He has helped the team win La Liga, Spanish Super Cup, and Copa del Rey, but he has also faced criticism for histoEqual and falta de esfuerzo. This season, he has scored 10 goals in 14 games, but his performances have been inconsistent. Last month, he refused to play against Real Madrid in the Copa del Rey, citing a "personal reason."

Neymar’s future is in doubt again as he is thought to be considering a move back to Brazil. He has been linked with both Santos and Flamengo, but Barcelona are thought to be willing to offer him a new contract. Neymar has also been linked with Manchester United and Paris Saint-Germain. Neymar's future will be decided in the next few weeks.

According to reports, Neymar has agreed to a new contract with Barcelona that would see him stay at the club until 2027. The deal would be worth 50mn euros a year, with a buyout clause of 222mn euros. Neymar's current contract at Barcelona expires in 2022, and he is thought to be considering a move away from the club.

However, Neymar has been linked with a move to Paris Saint-Germain, who have a 20mn euros a year offer on the table. Neymar is also thought to be interested in a move to Manchester United, who have a 25mn euros offer on the table.

Neymar is expected to make a decision in the next few weeks, with both Barcelona and Paris Saint-Germain believed to be willing to pay the buyout clause. Neymar's future will be decided in the next few weeks.
**Miss Congeniality: Halep proves nice girls also win**

Halep, 27, is only the second Romanian woman to win a major tennis title.

Before her 2018 Roland Garros breakthrough, Halep had suffered three agonising defeats in Slam finals. She lost to the eventual champion at the 2014 US Open and 2015 Australian Open, before losing in the US Open semi-final to Madison Keys.

"The fact that I’m able to try every day will give me an inspiration also to Romania, the kids, that it’s possible, even if you come from a little country, it’s possible if you work and if you believe in yourself," the Romanian said.

One of the main reasons why Halep had to wait so long to lift the major title was her relatives lack of power when compared to the other’s big stars. Halep had the chance of winning that title the first time when she was 17, at that point she was the World No. 1 junior player yet she was beaten by a big Indian player in the semi-final.

"I’m very happy," the 27-year-old said. "I always dreamed of winning a Grand Slam title."

Halep nearly lost her service game in the sixth set but fought back to win and win the title.

"I’ve had a lot of advice. For example, I practice with him. I learn from him a lot. Yes, he’s smart," Halep said. "He’s really nice." Halep has appeared on the front cover of Romania’s Elle magazine and opened a restaurant called "SIL" in her home country of Constanta, which her husband part-nership is called 'SH'.

"It’s the weight that troubles me," Halep said. "I’ve been a sportswoman."

The former world No. 1 also underwent breast reduction surgery in 2017.

"Maybe you come from a little country, it’s possible, even if you come from a little country, you can maybe will give an inspiration to the kids," Halep said. "It’s difficult to win a Grand Slam title having lost all three in a row."

Bottomline

Halep, 27, is only the second Romanian woman to win a major tennis title.
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**Federer blows away match points as Djokovic wins title**

Djokovic is the first man in 71 years to win the title from match points down and is now level with Borg on five titles.